Work sample portfolio summary

Year 6

Science

Below satisfactory

WORK SAMPLE PORTFOLIO
Annotated work sample portfolios are provided to support implementation of the Foundation − Year 10 Australian
Curriculum.
Each portfolio is an example of evidence of student learning in relation to the achievement standard. Three portfolios
are available for each achievement standard, illustrating satisfactory, above satisfactory and below satisfactory
student achievement. The set of portfolios assists teachers to make on-balance judgements about the quality of their
students’ achievement.
Each portfolio comprises a collection of students’ work drawn from a range of assessment tasks. There is no predetermined number of student work samples in a portfolio, nor are they sequenced in any particular order. Each work
sample in the portfolio may vary in terms of how much student time was involved in undertaking the task or the degree
of support provided by the teacher. The portfolios comprise authentic samples of student work and may contain errors
such as spelling mistakes and other inaccuracies. Opinions expressed in student work are those of the student.
The portfolios have been selected, annotated and reviewed by classroom teachers and other curriculum experts. The
portfolios will be reviewed over time.
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of Australian teachers in the development of these work sample portfolios.

THIS PORTFOLIO: YEAR 6 SCIENCE
This portfolio provides the following student work samples:
Sample 1

Worksheet: Reversible and irreversible changes

Sample 2

Pamphlet: Generating electrical energy

Sample 3

Worksheet: Energy transformations

Sample 4

Investigation poster: Mouldy bread

Sample 5

Investigation report: Insulation

In this portfolio, the student classifies changes to materials as reversible and irreversible (WS1). The student
describes the energy transformations that occur in the generation of electrical energy from a range of energy
sources (WS2, WS3). The student demonstrates understanding that living things are affected by environmental
conditions (WS4). The student identifies how scientific knowledge is used in decision-making in a range of areas
(WS3, WS4). The student demonstrates the ability to follow procedures to develop investigable questions and design
investigations into simple cause and effect relationships, including identifying variables to be changed and measured
(WS4, WS5) and articulates potential safety risks when planning their investigation methods (WS4). The student
collects, organises and interprets investigation data (WS2, WS4, WS5) and identifies where improvements to their
methods could improve the data (WS4, WS5). The student interprets, describes and analyses trends in data using
graphic representations (WS4, WS5) and constructs multimodal texts to communicate ideas, methods and findings
(WS2, WS3, WS4, WS5).
COPYRIGHT
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, you may view, download, display, print,
reproduce (such as by making photocopies) and distribute these materials in unaltered form only for your personal, non-commercial educational purposes or for the non-commercial educational
purposes of your organisation, provided that you retain this copyright notice. For the avoidance of doubt, this means that you cannot edit, modify or adapt any of these materials and you cannot
sub-license any of these materials to others. Apart from any uses permitted under the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), and those explicitly granted above, all other rights are reserved by ACARA. For
further information, refer to (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Year 6
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Worksheet: Reversible and irreversible changes
Year 6 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 6, students compare and classify different types of observable changes to materials. They
analyse requirements for the transfer of electricity and describe how energy can be transformed from one

form to another to generate electricity. They explain how natural events cause rapid change to the Earth’s

surface. They describe and predict the effect of environmental changes on individual living things. Students

explain how scientific knowledge is used in decision making and identify contributions to the development of
science by people from a range of cultures.

Students follow procedures to develop investigable questions and design investigations into simple cause-

and-effect relationships. They identify variables to be changed and measured and describe potential safety

risks when planning methods. They collect, organise and interpret their data, identifying where improvements
to their methods or research could improve the data. They describe and analyse relationships in data using
graphic representations and construct multimodal texts to communicate ideas, methods and findings.

Summary of task
Students studied a unit of work on changes to materials. They explored a range of changes, including melting,
freezing, dissolving, burning and rusting, and classified these as reversible or irreversible.
Students were asked to complete the worksheet independently as a summary of what they had learned over the unit.
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Worksheet: Reversible and irreversible changes
Annotations

Correctly classifies changes associated
with heating and rusting as reversible or
irreversible and provides an explanation
based on observable properties.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Worksheet: Reversible and irreversible changes
Annotations

Suggests examples of reversible and
irreversible changes, including change
in temperature and mixing, based on
observed phenomena.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Pamphlet: Generating electrical energy
Year 6 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 6, students compare and classify different types of observable changes to materials. They
analyse requirements for the transfer of electricity and describe how energy can be transformed from one

form to another to generate electricity. They explain how natural events cause rapid change to the Earth’s

surface. They describe and predict the effect of environmental changes on individual living things. Students

explain how scientific knowledge is used in decision making and identify contributions to the development of
science by people from a range of cultures.

Students follow procedures to develop investigable questions and design investigations into simple cause-

and-effect relationships. They identify variables to be changed and measured and describe potential safety

risks when planning methods. They collect, organise and interpret their data, identifying where improvements

to their methods or research could improve the data. They describe and analyse relationships in data using
graphic representations and construct multimodal texts to communicate ideas, methods and findings.

Summary of task
Students had been investigating electrical energy and energy transformations. They had constructed electrical
circuits and explored the ways in which electrical energy could be transformed into heat, movement and light
energy. Students had been introduced to the concept of renewable and non-renewable resources and had viewed a
documentary on the ways in which electrical energy can be generated.
Students were asked to develop an information pamphlet to describe the energy transformations that occur when
electricity is being generated and to show the difference between renewable and non-renewable energy sources.
Students were provided with stimuli in the form of key words and energy-related graphics. They completed the task
over three 60-minute lessons.
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Year 6

Science
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Pamphlet: Generating electrical energy
Annotations
Identifies coal and gas as non-renewable energy sources.

Identifies different forms of energy.

Annotations (Overview)
Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Worksheet: Energy transformations
Year 6 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 6, students compare and classify different types of observable changes to materials. They
analyse requirements for the transfer of electricity and describe how energy can be transformed from one

form to another to generate electricity. They explain how natural events cause rapid change to the Earth’s

surface. They describe and predict the effect of environmental changes on individual living things. Students

explain how scientific knowledge is used in decision making and identify contributions to the development of
science by people from a range of cultures.

Students follow procedures to develop investigable questions and design investigations into simple cause-

and-effect relationships. They identify variables to be changed and measured and describe potential safety

risks when planning methods. They collect, organise and interpret their data, identifying where improvements
to their methods or research could improve the data. They describe and analyse relationships in data using
graphic representations and construct multimodal texts to communicate ideas, methods and findings.

Summary of task
Students had completed a unit of work in which they learned how energy from a variety of sources can be used to
generate electricity.
Students were asked to select a form of renewable energy and create a flow chart to illustrate how it can be
transformed into energy for use in the home. They were also asked to complete a worksheet answering questions
about how energy is transformed in order to generate electricity.
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Worksheet: Energy transformations
Annotations

Constructs a flow chart to show that energy from the sun is
captured by solar panels to generate electricity.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Worksheet: Energy transformations
Annotations

Identifies that solar panels and
windmills are related to electrical energy
generation.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Worksheet: Energy transformations
Annotations
States that scientific knowledge is useful.

Annotations (Overview)
The student constructs a multimodal text to communicate ideas and findings.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation poster: Mouldy bread
Year 6 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 6, students compare and classify different types of observable changes to materials. They
analyse requirements for the transfer of electricity and describe how energy can be transformed from one

form to another to generate electricity. They explain how natural events cause rapid change to the Earth’s

surface. They describe and predict the effect of environmental changes on individual living things. Students

explain how scientific knowledge is used in decision making and identify contributions to the development of
science by people from a range of cultures.

Students follow procedures to develop investigable questions and design investigations into simple cause-

and-effect relationships. They identify variables to be changed and measured and describe potential safety

risks when planning methods. They collect, organise and interpret their data, identifying where improvements
to their methods or research could improve the data. They describe and analyse relationships in data using
graphic representations and construct multimodal texts to communicate ideas, methods and findings.

Summary of task
Students had discussed the needs of living things and the effect of environmental changes on individual living things,
exploring issues related to changes in their local bushland. The teacher also introduced the idea that an ecosystem
can exist on pieces of food, with organisms such as mould inhabiting the food, and that these organisms are living
things which also have needs and can be affected by changes to their environmental conditions.
For this task, students were required to work in small groups to design an investigation into the conditions in which
mould grows best on bread. They were presented with a scenario in which a shopkeeper was finding that their bread
was growing mouldy faster than a competitor’s, and wanted advice about what conditions might be causing this.
Students were provided with steps to follow in designing their experiment and were required to present their findings
on a poster, including a letter to the shopkeeper with their advice.
Before undertaking the experiment, the teacher ensured that students were aware of the safety requirements for
observing mouldy food. Students were told not to handle the food under any circumstances, and to ensure that the
bags were kept sealed. The teacher checked all bags and supervised students when observing the bread.
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Investigation poster: Mouldy bread
Annotations
Designs an investigation to test the effect of changing light, heat
and water on the growth of the organism.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For
more information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/
copyright).
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Investigation poster: Mouldy bread
Annotations
Attempts to use scientific reasoning to
predict that sunlight will be the most
influential variable on the growth of the
mould.

Identifies safety risks (attempting a
scientific explanation) and plans methods
to reduce the risks.
Identifies variables to be kept the same
(bread type, amount of moisture).

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation poster: Mouldy bread
Annotations
Collects data and provides a visual
representation of raw data.

Analyses data to form a conclusion.

Indicates how scientific knowledge can
inform decision-making.

Annotations (Overview)
The student constructs a multimodal text to communicate ideas, methods and findings.
Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Insulation
Year 6 Science achievement standard
The parts of the achievement standard targeted in the assessment task are highlighted.
By the end of Year 6, students compare and classify different types of observable changes to materials. They
analyse requirements for the transfer of electricity and describe how energy can be transformed from one

form to another to generate electricity. They explain how natural events cause rapid change to the Earth’s

surface. They describe and predict the effect of environmental changes on individual living things. Students

explain how scientific knowledge is used in decision making and identify contributions to the development of
science by people from a range of cultures.

Students follow procedures to develop investigable questions and design investigations into simple cause-

and-effect relationships. They identify variables to be changed and measured and describe potential safety

risks when planning methods. They collect, organise and interpret their data, identifying where improvements
to their methods or research could improve the data. They describe and analyse relationships in data using
graphic representations and construct multimodal texts to communicate ideas, methods and findings.

Summary of task
Students had been studying Australian history, specifically life in the late 1880s. They had investigated the use of
science in the context of large blocks of ice in ‘ice chests’ to keep food cool. They discussed how ‘icemen’ would
transport the ice packed in hessian bags and sawdust to prevent it from melting too quickly. In a class discussion,
students also considered the materials they might use to keep food cool in the absence of refrigeration devices.
Using this scenario as a stimulus, students were asked to plan and conduct an investigation to determine which
materials were effective insulators of an ice cube. Students were provided with an investigation plan template and a
range of materials. They planned and conducted their investigation in two class lessons, and spent a further lesson
completing their investigation report.
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Investigation report: Insulation
Annotations

Constructs an investigable question.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Insulation
Annotations
Identifies variables to be changed and
some variables to be controlled.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Insulation
Annotations
Designs an investigation method
including collection of data.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Insulation
Annotations

Describes data collected.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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Investigation report: Insulation
Annotations
Interprets data to identify the most
effective insulation.

Identifies that greater measurement
accuracy could improve the data.

Annotations (Overview)
The student constructs a multimodal text to communicate ideas and findings.

Copyright
Student work samples are not licensed under the creative commons license used for other material on the Australian Curriculum website. Instead, a more restrictive licence applies. For more
information, please see the first page of this set of work samples and the copyright notice on the Australian Curriculum website (http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Home/copyright).
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